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Text visualization:
What-Why-How



What is text data?

Documents
Articles, books and novels
E-mails, web pages, blogs

Text Snippets
Tweets, SMS messages
Tags, comments, profiles

And More...
Computer programs, logs 
This slide!
Collections of documents



Why visualize text?

4

Understanding – read a document
Summaries – get the “gist” of a document
Clustering – group together similar contents
Quantify – convert to numerical measures
Correlate – compare patterns in text to those in 

other data, e.g., correlate with social network



Example: Health Care Reform

Recent history
Initiatives by President Clinton
Overhaul by President Obama

Text data
News articles
Speech transcriptions
Legal documents

What questions might you want to answer?
What visualizations might help?



A Concrete Example



Tag Clouds: Word Count
President Obama’s Health Care Speech to Congress [New York Times]

economix.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/09/09/obama-in-09-vs-clinton-in-93



Barack Obama 2009

Bill Clinton 1993

economix.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/09/09/obama-in-09-vs-clinton-in-93



WordTree: Word Sequences



WordTree: Word Sequences



A Double Gulf of Evaluation

Many (most?) text visualizations do not represent the 
text directly. They represent the output of a language 
model (word counts, word sequences, etc.).

 Can you interpret the visualization? How well does 
it convey the properties of the model? 

 Do you trust the model? How does the model 
enable us to reason about the text?



Topics

Summarizing with Words
Visualizing Themes in a Document Collection
Quantifying Textual Content
Performing Text Analysis



Summarize with Words



Words are (not) nominal?

High dimensional (10,000+)
More than equality tests
Words have meanings and relations

 Correlations: Hong Kong, San Francisco, Bay Area

 Order: April, February, January, June, March, May

 Membership: Tennis, Running, Swimming, Hiking, Piano

 Hierarchy, antonyms & synonyms, entities, …



Text Processing Pipeline

1. Tokenization
Segment text into terms.
Remove stop words?   a, an, the, of, to, be
Numbers and symbols?   #gocard, @stanfordfball, Beat Cal!!!!!!!!
Entities?   San Francisco, O’Connor, U.S.A.

2. Stemming
Group together di!erent forms of a word.
Porter stemmer?   visualization(s), visualize(s), visually   visual
Lemmatization?   goes, went, gone   go

3. Ordered list of terms



Tips: Tokenization and Stemming

Well-formed text to support stemming?
txt u l8r!

Word meaning or entities?
#berkeley    #berkelei

Reverse stems for presentation.
Ha appl made programm cool?
Has Apple made programmers cool?



Bag of Words Model

Ignore ordering relationships within the text

A document ≈ vector of term weights
 Each dimension corresponds to a term (10,000+)
 Each value represents the relevance

For example, simple term counts

Aggregate into a document-term matrix
 Document vector space model



Document-Term Matrix

Each document is a vector of term weights
Simplest weighting is to just count occurrences



WordCount (Harris 2004)

http://wordcount.org

http://wordcount.org/
http://wordcount.org/




Tag Clouds

Strengths
Can help with gisting and initial query formation.

Weaknesses
Sub-optimal visual encoding (size vs. position)
Inaccurate size encoding (long words are bigger)
May not facilitate comparison (unstable layout)
Term frequency may not be meaningful
Does not show the structure of the text



Keyword Weighting

Term Frequency
  tftd  = count(t) in d
 Can take log frequency: log(1 + tftd)
 Can normalize to show proportion:  tftd / Σt tftd 





Keyword Weighting

Term Frequency
  tftd  = count(t) in d

TF.IDF: Term Freq by Inverse Document Freq
 tf.idftd = log(1 + tftd) × log(N/dft)
 dft = # docs containing t;  N = # of docs





Keyword Weighting

Term Frequency
  tftd  = count(t) in d

TF.IDF: Term Freq by Inverse Document Freq
 tf.idftd = log(1 + tftd) × log(N/dft)
 dft = # docs containing t;  N = # of docs

G2: Probability of di!erent word frequency
 E1 = |d| × (tftd + tft(C-d)) / |C|
 E2 = |C-d| × (tftd + tft(C-d)) / |C|
 G2 = 2 × (tftd log(tftd/E1) + tft(C-d) log(tft(C-d)/E2))





Limitations of Frequency Statistics?

Typically focus on unigrams (single terms)

Often favors frequent (TF) or rare (IDF) terms
Not clear that these provide best description

A “bag of words” ignores additional information
Grammar / part-of-speech
Position within document
Recognizable entities



How do people describe text?

We asked 69 subjects (graduate students) to 
read and describe dissertation abstracts. 

Students were given 3 documents in sequence; 
they then described the collection as a whole.

Students were matched to both familiar and 
unfamiliar topics; topical diversity within a 
collection was varied systematically.

[Chuang, Manning & Heer, 2012]



Bigrams (phrases of 2 words) 
are the most common.



Phrase length declines with 
more docs & more diversity.



Term Commonness

log(tfw)  /  log(tfthe)

The normalized term frequency relative to the 
most frequent n-gram, e.g., the word “the”.

Measured across an entire corpus or across the 
entire English language (using Google n-grams)



Selected descriptive terms 
have medium commonness.
Judges avoid both rare and 
common words.



Commonness increases with 
more docs & more diversity. 



Scoring Terms with Freq, Grammar & Position





G2 Regression Model



Yelp: Review Spotlight [Yatani 2011]



Yelp: Review Spotlight [Yatani 2011]



Tips: Descriptive Keyphrases

Understand the limitations of your language model.
Bag of words:

Easy to compute
Single words
Loss of word ordering

Select appropriate model and visualization
Generate longer, more meaningful phrases
Adjective-noun word pairs for reviews
Show keyphrases within source text



Visualize Themes in 
a Document Collection



Topical Analysis

42

Large document collections
Too large to manually read the source documents
Deeper analysis than the most common theme

Statistical topic modeling
Analysis of word relationships
Extract latent topics belonging to the documents



optical quantum frequency dna replication rna

results

laser interaction

provide demonstrate . . .

. . .Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic KTopic 3

Statistical Topic Modeling

Latent topics



optical quantum frequency dna replication rna

results

laser interaction

provide demonstrate . . .

. . .Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic KTopic 3

Statistical Topic Modeling

Topical mixtures



ACL conferences and journals
14,000 papers over 40 years

Statistical topic modeling
46 latent topics

History of ideas
Topical proportions per year
Rise and fall of research areas

Computational Linguistics
[Hall et al. 2008]
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Figure 8: Six applied topics over time

looked at trends over time for the following appli-
cations: Machine Translation, Spelling Correction,
Dialogue Systems, Information Retrieval, Call Rout-

ing, Speech Recognition, and Biomedical applica-
tions.

Figure 7 shows a clear trend toward an increase
in applications over time. The figure also shows an
interesting bump near 1990. Why was there such
a sharp temporary increase in applications at that
time? Figure 8 shows details for each application,
making it clear that the bump is caused by a tempo-
rary spike in the Speech Recognition topic.

In order to understand why we see this temporary
spike, Figure 9 shows the unsmoothed values of the
Speech Recognition topic prominence over time.

Figure 9 clearly shows a huge spike for the years
1989–1994. These years correspond exactly to the
DARPA Speech and Natural Language Workshop,
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Figure 9: Speech recognition over time

held at different locations from 1989–1994. That
workshop contained a significant amount of speech
until its last year (1994), and then it was revived
in 2001 as the Human Language Technology work-
shop with a much smaller emphasis on speech pro-
cessing. It is clear from Figure 9 that there is still
some speech research appearing in the Anthology
after 1995, certainly more than the period before
1989, but it’s equally clear that speech recognition
is not an application that the ACL community has
been successful at attracting.

6 Differences and Similarities Among
COLING, ACL, and EMNLP

The computational linguistics community has two
distinct conferences, COLING and ACL, with dif-
ferent histories, organizing bodies, and philoso-
phies. Traditionally, COLING was larger, with par-
allel sessions and presumably a wide variety of top-
ics, while ACL had single sessions and a more nar-
row scope. In recent years, however, ACL has
moved to parallel sessions, and the conferences are
of similar size. Has the distinction in breadth of top-
ics also been blurred? What are the differences and
similarities in topics and trends between these two
conferences?

More recently, the EMNLP conference grew out
of the Workshop on Very Large Corpora, sponsored
by the Special Interest Group on Linguistic Data
and corpus-based approaches to NLP (SIGDAT).

Speech Recognition

Machine Translation

Speech Recognition
speech, recognition, word, 
system, language, data, speaker, 
error, test, spoken, ...

Stats Machine Translation
english, word, alignment, language, 
source, target, sentence, machine, 
bilingual, mt, ...
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held at different locations from 1989–1994. That
workshop contained a significant amount of speech
until its last year (1994), and then it was revived
in 2001 as the Human Language Technology work-
shop with a much smaller emphasis on speech pro-
cessing. It is clear from Figure 9 that there is still
some speech research appearing in the Anthology
after 1995, certainly more than the period before
1989, but it’s equally clear that speech recognition
is not an application that the ACL community has
been successful at attracting.

6 Differences and Similarities Among
COLING, ACL, and EMNLP

The computational linguistics community has two
distinct conferences, COLING and ACL, with dif-
ferent histories, organizing bodies, and philoso-
phies. Traditionally, COLING was larger, with par-
allel sessions and presumably a wide variety of top-
ics, while ACL had single sessions and a more nar-
row scope. In recent years, however, ACL has
moved to parallel sessions, and the conferences are
of similar size. Has the distinction in breadth of top-
ics also been blurred? What are the differences and
similarities in topics and trends between these two
conferences?

More recently, the EMNLP conference grew out
of the Workshop on Very Large Corpora, sponsored
by the Special Interest Group on Linguistic Data
and corpus-based approaches to NLP (SIGDAT).

Automated data analysis

via machine learning?

Generate 100 latent topics

Retain 36 topics
Remove 64 topics
Manually insert 11 new topics

Re-generate topics (with seeds)

Label topics



NIH Grants & Funding Agencies

Biomedical research
110,000 NIH grant awards
220,000 MEDLINE journal articles

Statistical topic modeling
700 latent topics

Clustering & correlations
Project areas & Funding institutes
Trends in research funding
Changes in research topics

[Talley et al. 2011]

tags, plus ~215 categorical designations 

NIH reporting requirements, rather than 

tion is discovered using two unsupervised 



NIH Grants & Funding Agencies

Biomedical research
110,000 NIH grant awards
220,000 MEDLINE journal articles

Statistical topic modeling
700 latent topics

Clustering & correlations
Project areas & Funding institutes
Trends in research funding
Changes in research topics

[Talley et al. 2011]

tags, plus ~215 categorical designations 

NIH reporting requirements, rather than 

tion is discovered using two unsupervised 

Manual efforts involved in 

model-driven data analysis?

Generate 700 latent topics

Remove 15% “nonsensical” topics 

Modify vocabulary (phrases, acronyms)

Extensive parameter search

Expert validation and topic curation



[Talley et al. 2011]

List of Words

Anaphora Resolution resolution anaphora pronoun discourse antecedent pronouns coreference reference definite algorithm
Automata string state set finite context rule algorithm strings language symbol
Biomedical medical protein gene biomedical wkh abstracts medline patient clinical biological
Call Routing call caller routing calls destination vietnamese routed router destinations gorin
Categorial Grammar proof formula graph logic calculus axioms axiom theorem proofs lambek
Centering* centering cb discourse cf utterance center utterances theory coherence entities local
Classical MT japanese method case sentence analysis english dictionary figure japan word
Classification/Tagging features data corpus set feature table word tag al test
Comp. Phonology vowel phonological syllable phoneme stress phonetic phonology pronunciation vowels phonemes
Comp. Semantics* semantic logical semantics john sentence interpretation scope logic form set
Dialogue Systems user dialogue system speech information task spoken human utterance language
Discourse Relations discourse text structure relations rhetorical relation units coherence texts rst
Discourse Segment. segment segmentation segments chain chains boundaries boundary seg cohesion lexical
Events/Temporal event temporal time events tense state aspect reference relations relation
French Function de le des les en une est du par pour
Generation generation text system language information knowledge natural figure domain input
Genre Detection genre stylistic style genres fiction humor register biber authorship registers
Info. Extraction system text information muc extraction template names patterns pattern domain
Information Retrieval document documents query retrieval question information answer term text web
Lexical Semantics semantic relations domain noun corpus relation nouns lexical ontology patterns
MUC Terrorism slot incident tgt target id hum phys type fills perp
Metaphor metaphor literal metonymy metaphors metaphorical essay metonymic essays qualia analogy
Morphology word morphological lexicon form dictionary analysis morphology lexical stem arabic
Named Entities* entity named entities ne names ner recognition ace nes mentions mention
Paraphrase/RTE paraphrases paraphrase entailment paraphrasing textual para rte pascal entailed dagan
Parsing parsing grammar parser parse rule sentence input left grammars np
Plan-Based Dialogue plan discourse speaker action model goal act utterance user information
Probabilistic Models model word probability set data number algorithm language corpus method
Prosody prosodic speech pitch boundary prosody phrase boundaries accent repairs intonation
Semantic Roles* semantic verb frame argument verbs role roles predicate arguments
Yale School Semantics knowledge system semantic language concept representation information network concepts base
Sentiment subjective opinion sentiment negative polarity positive wiebe reviews sentence opinions
Speech Recognition speech recognition word system language data speaker error test spoken
Spell Correction errors error correction spelling ocr correct corrections checker basque corrected detection
Statistical MT english word alignment language source target sentence machine bilingual mt
Statistical Parsing dependency parsing treebank parser tree parse head model al np
Summarization sentence text evaluation document topic summary summarization human summaries score
Syntactic Structure verb noun syntactic sentence phrase np subject structure case clause
TAG Grammars* tree node trees nodes derivation tag root figure adjoining grammar
Unification feature structure grammar lexical constraints unification constraint type structures rule
WSD* word senses wordnet disambiguation lexical semantic context similarity dictionary
Word Segmentation chinese word character segmentation corpus dictionary korean language table system
WordNet* synset wordnet synsets hypernym ili wordnets hypernyms eurowordnet hyponym ewn wn

Table 2: Top 10 words for 43 of the topics. Starred topics are hand-seeded.

[Hall et al. 2008]



Termite | Topic Model Visualization

Matrix Visualization

Drill-Down to Source Documents



Words

Topics

Word frequency per topic

All papers published in IEEE InfoVis Conference
(16 years, 372 papers, 50 latent topics)



online
communities

social
networks
network
nodes
node

link
diagrams

Examine words in a topic



Overview of all topics
Identify junk topics
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Reveal multi-word phrases
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Termite | Topic Model Visualization

Provide overview of all topics
Examine words in a topic

Identify junk topics
Compare topics

Reveal multi-word phrases
Access to source documents



Filtering
& 

Seriation



Filtering: What words to show?

Frequent words are not necessarily discriminative
data, visualization, information, visual, techniques, users, visualizations, ...

Saliency
Score for word w based on frequency and distinctiveness

saliency(w) = frequency(w) ⨉ distinctiveness(w) 

Distinctiveness
Knowing a word w, how much does it tell us about a topic?

distinctiveness(w) = KL( P(T|w) || P(T) )

P(T|w) = generating topic T for a given word w
P(T) = generating topic T for a randomly-selected word in the corpus



Seriation: How to show the words?



Seriation: How to show the words?

Clustering of related words
large, node, networks, social, link, diagrams, online, dataset, communities, ...

Preservation of reading order
online communities, social networks, node link diagrams, large datasets, ...

Word similarity matrix (asymmetric)
document co-occurrence
sentence co-occurrence
collocation (word transition probability)

Text seriation
based on bond energy algorithm
accepts asymmetric similarity matrices
aware of salient terms
early termination



Seriation: How to show the words?

Clustering of related words
large, node, networks, social, link, diagrams, online, dataset, communities, ...

Preservation of reading order
online communities, social networks, node link diagrams, large datasets, ...

Word similarity matrix (asymmetric)
document co-occurrence
sentence co-occurrence
collocation (word transition probability)

Text seriation
based on bond energy algorithm
accepts asymmetric similarity matrices
aware of salient terms
early termination



Ordered by frequency My text seriation method

parallel
coordinates
coordinate
axes
scatterplot
matrix
scatterplots
dimensions
multidimensional 
scaling



Quantify Textual Content



London Riot 2012

72



How riot rumors spread?

73



TileBars [Hearst]



LIWC: Linguistic Inquiry & Word Count

75



Visual Thesaurus [ThinkMap]





Named Entity Recognition

Identify and classify named entities in text:
 John Smith  PERSON
 Soviet Union  COUNTRY
 353 Serra St  ADDRESS
 (555) 721-4312  PHONE NUMBER

Entity relations: how do the entities relate?
 Simple approach: do they co-occur in a small 

window of text?





Doc. Similarity & Clustering

In vector model, compute distance among docs
 For TF.IDF, typically cosine distance
 Similarity measure can be used to cluster

Topic modeling approaches
 Assume documents are a mixture of topics
 Topics are (roughly) a set of co-occurring terms
 Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA): reduce term matrix
 Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA): statistical model



Parallel Tag Clouds [Collins et al 09]



ThemeRiver [Havre et al 99]



TIARA [Wei et al. 09]



SeeSoft  [Eick]



New York Times

http://www.nytimes.com/ref/washington/20070123_STATEOFUNION.html
http://www.nytimes.com/ref/washington/20070123_STATEOFUNION.html
http://www.nytimes.com/ref/washington/20070123_STATEOFUNION.html
http://www.nytimes.com/ref/washington/20070123_STATEOFUNION.html


Concordance

What is the common local context of a term?







WordTree (Wattenberg et al)



Filter infrequent runs



Recurrent themes in speech





93

Endings and Job Progressions

 Word Transition Probability



Glimpses of structure 

Concordances show local, repeated structure
But what about other types of patterns?

For example 
 Lexical:  <A> at <B>  
 Syntactic:  <Noun> <Verb> <Object>



Phrase Nets [van Ham et al 2009]

Look for specific linking patterns in the text:
 ‘A and B’, ‘A at B’, ‘A of B’, etc
 Could be output of regexp or parser.

Visualize extracted patterns in a node-link view
 Occurrences  Node size
 Pattern position  Edge direction



Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man
X and Y



Node Grouping



The Bible
X begat Y



Pride & Prejudice
X at Y
Lexical Parser, < 1sec running time



Pride & Prejudice
X at Y
Syntactic Parser, > 24 hours running time



18th & 19th Century Novels
X’s Y



X of Y



X of Y



Text Visualization Summary

High Dimensionality
Where possible use text to represent text…  

… which terms are the most descriptive?

Context & Semantics
Provide relevant context to aid understanding.
Show (or provide access to) the source text. 

Modeling Abstraction
Determine your analysis task.
Understand abstraction of your language models.
Match analysis task with appropriate tools and models.



Perform Text Analysis



Information Retrieval

Search for documents
 Match query string with documents

Contextualized search





Visualizing Revision History

How to depict contributions over time?

Example: Wikipedia history log



Animated Traces [Ben Fry]

http://benfry.com/traces/

http://benfry.com/traces/
http://benfry.com/traces/




Di!



History Flow (Viégas et al)



Wikipedia History Flow (IBM)





Visualizing Conversation

Many dimensions to consider:
 Who (senders, receivers)
 What (the content of communication)
 When (temporal patterns)

Interesting cross-products:
 What x When  Topic “Zeitgeist”
 Who x Who  Social network
 Who x Who x What x When  Information flow



http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2007/12/15/us/politics/DEBATE.html
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2007/12/15/us/politics/DEBATE.html


Usenet Visualization (Viégas & Smith)

Show correspondence patterns in text forums
Initiate vs. reply; size and duration of discussion



Newsgroup crowds / Authorlines





Mountain (Viégas)

Conversation by person over time (who x when).



Themail (Viégas et al)

One person over time, TF.IDF weighted terms



Enron E-Mail Corpus
[Heer]





Washington Lobbyist ?



NewsMap: Google News Treemap (Marcos Weskamp)



Tips: Document Contents

Understand your task, and handle high 
dimensionality accordingly…

Visually: Word position, browsing, brushing + linking
Semantically: Word sequence, hierarchy, clustering
Both: Spatial layout reflect semantic relationships

Role of Interaction:
Su"cient language model to enable visual analysis cycles
Allow modifications to the model: custom patterns for 

expressing contextual or domain knowledge


